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Abstract

In this study, a space–time transmission scheme is proposed to tackle the limi-

tations of channel estimation with orthogonal pilot information in colocated

multiple-input multiple-output systems with several transmitting and receiving

antennas. Channel information is obtained using orthogonal pilots. Channel

estimation introduces pilot heads required to estimate a channel. This leads to

bandwidth insufficiency. As a result, trade-offs exist between the number of

pilots required to estimate a channel versus spectral efficiency. The detection

of data symbols is performed using the maximum likelihood decoding method

as it provides a consistent approach to parameter estimation problems. The

moment-generating function of the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio is used

to drive an approximate expression of the symbol error rate for the proposed

scheme. Furthermore, the order of diversity is less by one than the number of

receiver antennas used in the proposed scheme. The effect of the length of a

pilot sequence on the proposed scheme’s performance is also investigated.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Conventionally, in wireless communication systems, the
term “multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)” refers to
the use of multiple antennas at the transmitter and
receiver. In modern usage, “MIMO” pragmatically refers
to a practical technique for sending and receiving more
than one data signal simultaneously over the same radio
channel by exploiting multipath propagation. The term
MIMO was first introduced by Brandenburg and Wyner
[1], where the information capacity of MIMO channels
was derived with memory. Presently, massive MIMO [2–5]

is a more focused technique to combat 5th Generation
(5G). 5G has emerged as a major factor in health care,
artificial intelligence, transport, and so on [6–8]. MIMO
wireless systems are part of recent standards worldwide.
An overview of the massive MIMO concept and newfan-
gled research has been reported [9]. The massive MIMO
technology helps in achieving higher performance in a
spatial diversity gain, array gain, interference reduction,
and spatial multiplexing gain [10]. The basic difference
between massive MIMO and colocated MIMO is that in
massive MIMO, communication occurs between users
and base station antennas, whereas in colocated MIMO,
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communication occurs between the antennas of transmit-
ting and receiving base stations. The massive MIMO
technology has facilitated in achieving improved perfor-
mance in spatial diversity gain, array gain, interference
reduction, and spatial multiplexing gain [10]. The combi-
nation of colocated MIMO and massive MIMO enhances
the capacity of an entire system. This study proposes
colocated MIMO with a space–time transmission scheme
(STTS), which is less complex than orthogonal space–
time block codes [11] used in wireless communication.

Pilots are also known as training symbols [12]. They
are used to obtain the channel state information (CSI) of
a communication system [13]. Pilot assignment schemes
for reducing pilot contamination during channel estima-
tion are categorized into fractional frequency reuse,
superimposed pilots, and time shift pilots [14]. In “frac-
tional frequency reuse,” pilots are reused with a reuse
factor to mitigate the problem of pilot contamination for
channel estimation, and this category is also divided into
two categories. In the first category, similar cells are allo-
cated similar pilot sequences, whereas other cells are pro-
vided with orthogonal pilot sequences. In the second
category, users are separated in terms of cell-center and
cell-edge users. In this case, pilot contamination severely
affects cell-edge users; thus, pilots are reused accordingly.
In the fractional frequency reuse method, pilot overhead
comes into account, leading to its drawback [15]. In
superimposed pilot schemes [16, 17], pilots are transmit-
ted, along with data sequences. This reduces power con-
sumption. The proposed STTS lies under the category of
regular orthogonal pilots. In this scheme, there is no pilot
overhead. However, there may be interference between
pilot and data transmission, which can be diminished
with the appropriate amount of power to data and pilots.
Channel estimation methods for orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing [18] systems based on a comb-type
pilot subcarrier arrangement are investigated. The chan-
nel estimation algorithm based on comb-type pilots is
divided into pilot signal estimation and channel interpo-
lation. The minimum mean square error (MMSE) esti-
mate of pilot signals, inter-carrier interference, and
AWGN are reduced significantly. A channel can also be
estimated through block-type pilot assignment [19],
where all subcarriers are used as pilots. In this case, the
complete loss of the estimated channel occurs because of
fast fading. Initially, in a comb-type pilot arrangement,
the least square error (LSE) estimate is used to obtain
CSI [20]. Subsequently, the MMSE is used, which pro-
vides better performance than the LSE estimate. How-
ever, the MMSE estimate increases the complexity, which
is subsequently reduced by driving an optimal low-rank
estimator with singular value decomposition. Subsequent
channel estimation based on comb-type pilot

arrangements through different channel estimation algo-
rithms has been investigated for MIMO in previous stud-
ies [21, 22]. Recent advances in massive MIMO focus on
providing different approaches to reduce pilot contami-
nation in massive MIMO using pilot assignment schemes.
Zhao et al. [19] proposed a cell sectorization-based pilot
assignment scheme in which orthogonal pilots are used
between adjacent sectors. The results of the scheme show
that the scheme could reduce power consumption and
achieve high throughput when the number of base sta-
tion antennas approaches infinity. However, the sum rate
is low when the number of antennas is less than 40.

After the review of the literature based on pilot
decontamination and pilot allocation, initially, research
on pilot assignment methods was based on the frequency
reuse method, superimposed pilots, and time shift pilots.
However, in recent trends, the allocation of pilots has
been performed using deep learning, which involves
training a communication system with numerous train-
ing samples to estimate CSI [23, 24].

The proposed scheme is compared with space–time
block coding over the Rayleigh fading channel. Space–
time block coding was introduced for wireless communi-
cation systems in [25, 26]. The space–time block code
(STBC) is a well-known strategy for MIMO systems to
transmit different symbols from different antennas
within specific time slots [27]. The encoding of data is
performed using STBCs, and then, they are split into s
number of streams concurrently transmitted through Nr

transmit antennas. The received signal has a linear super-
position of s number of transmitted signals with noise at
each receiver antenna [25]. With STBCs, multiple copies
of a data stream are transmitted to several antennas to
improve the reliability and credibility of data transfer.
Because of the multiple copies of the received data
stream, there may be data very close to the original sig-
nal. This data redundancy ensures that the received sig-
nal is correctly decoded. STBCs are designed to obtain
the maximum diversity order for a given number of
transmitting and receiving antennas [27]. Despite the
numerous benefits of using orthogonal STBCs (OSTBCs),
there are some drawbacks. In most of the existing space–
time code designs, maximum likelihood decoding [28,
29] is used to achieve full diversity at the receiver, which
is typically computationally expensive and may not have
soft outputs. The problem of OSTBC transmission in
MIMO systems has been addressed in a previous study
[30]. STBCs have the following drawbacks when using
numerous antennas, as discussed in the paper [30]: (a) It
is difficult to achieve a high data rate in symbol-wise
decoding-based STBCs; (b) the decoding complexity is
increased with an increase in the data rate in STBCs for
large dimensions; (c) OSTBCs are designed under the
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restriction of full diversity, which is very significant in
the case of massive MIMO, which is practically not
required; (d) STBCs require a large coherence time.
OSTBCs compromise the data rate for high spatial
dimensions, whereas nonorthogonal STBCs sacrifice
decoupled decoding. In this study, STTS has been pro-
posed for colocated MIMO communication from trans-
mitting base station antennas to receiving base station
antennas. The scheme is less complex than OSTBCs for
large dimensions. In the proposed scheme, pilot symbol
vectors and data vectors are placed in space and time
dimensions in a data transmission matrix. Pilot
sequences are adequate resources as the length of a pilot
sequence is limited by the coherence bandwidth of the
channel and coherence time. The interference between
pilot symbols or sequences is known as pilot contamina-
tion [31–33]. However, in colocated MIMO, such interfer-
ence during communication does not exist. For
simplicity, orthogonal pilot vectors are used in the pro-
posed scheme. In the proposed scheme, the detection of
data symbols is performed through maximum likelihood
detection with the help of estimated CSI. The concept of
space null is used to obtain the estimated channel infor-
mation. The moment-generating function (MGF) [34–36]
is used to derive the expression of bit error rate (BER)
[37–39]. The performance of the system is observed with
the variable length of pilot sequences. The expression of
the diversity order and its plot are obtained.

2 | SYSTEM MODEL AND PILOT-
BASED STTS

As depicted in Figure 1, the tiny holes represent a large
number of antennas N1,N2,N3,…,Nt at the transmitter
Tx and N1,N2,N3,…, Nr at the receiver Rx . Transmission
occurs from various antennas of Tx to Rx in the time
division duplex (TDD) approach. The wireless channel
between Tx and Rx is represented by H. The entries of the
channel matrix, H, are complex Gaussian with unit vari-
ance and zero mean. The noise, G, during communication
is considered as AWGN with σ2 variance and zero mean.

2.1 | STTS

The positions of pilot and data vectors in STTS are shown
in Figure 2. The vertical direction represents the trans-
mission in the spatial domain (i.e., according to the num-
ber of transmitting antennas), and the horizontal
direction represents the transmission in the time slots.
Four transmitting and receiving antennas are considered
with the TDD approach for clarity in the proposed
scheme.

Data symbol vectors are transmitted, along with pilot
symbol vectors. The length of a pilot vector is directly
proportional to the length of a data vector. A minimum
of four time slots are required to transmit data from four
transmitting antennas. Thus, D�C4�16 represents the
transmission matrix of a data vector, dijðsÞ, i� f1,…,4g
and j� f1,…,4g for Nt ¼ 4 and Nr ¼ 4. Pilot symbol vec-
tor, ρijðsÞ, i� f1,…,4g. Data vectors are the vectors of sym-
bols from the M-PSK constellation, and ρijðsÞ are
orthogonal pilot sequences, that is, the product of one
pilot vector with any other pilot vector gives a zero value
(Null value), and jρijj2 ¼ 1.

D ¼

D11 D12 D13 D14

D21 D22 D23 D24

D31 D32 D33 D34

D41 D42 D43 D44

2
666664

3
777775

¼

ρ11 d12 ρ13 d14

ρ21 �d22 ρ23 �d24

d31 ρ32 d33 ρ34

�d41 ρ42 �d43 ρ44

2
666664

3
777775
:

ð1Þ

In (1), rows denote the transmission of pilot and data
symbol vectors from the respective transmitting
antennas. DmnðsÞ represent the vector, where m
represents data from the transmitting antenna, and n

F I GURE 1 System model. F I GURE 2 Positions of pilot and data vectors.
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represents the time slot. Here, D11ðsÞ, where m¼ 1 and
n¼ 1, represents the pilot symbol vector from the first
transmitting antenna in the first time slot. D12ðsÞ, where
m¼ 1 and n¼ 2, represents the data symbol vector from
the first antenna in the second time slot. D13ðsÞ, where
m¼ 1 and n¼ 3, represents the pilot symbol vector from
the first transmitting antenna in the third time slot.
D14ðsÞ, where m¼ 1 and n¼ 4, represents the data sym-
bol vector from the first antenna in the fourth time slot.
Furthermore, D21ðsÞ, where m¼ 2 and n¼ 1, represents
the pilot symbol vector from the second transmitting
antenna in the first time slot. D22ðsÞ, where m¼ 2 and
n¼ 2, represents the negative of the same data symbol
vector from the second transmitting antenna in the sec-
ond time slot. D23ðsÞ, where m¼ 2 and n¼ 3, represents
the pilot symbol vector from the second transmitting
antenna in the third time slot. D24ðsÞ, where m¼ 2 and
n¼ 4, represents the data symbol vector from the second
transmitting antenna in the fourth time slot. The third
and fourth rows of the transmission data matrix are simi-
lar, except that the data symbol vectors in the fourth row
are negative. Intuitively, that communication along the
row represents communication in the time domain or
time slots, and communication along the column repre-
sents communication in the frequency (space) domain
with different transmission antennas. The transmission
matrix extends as the number of antennas or time slots
increases. The received signal is given by

Z¼HDþG, ð2Þ

where H �CNr�Nt C is a set of complex numbers and is
the channel matrix of a large MIMO system between the
receiver and transmitter. AWGN with σ2 variance and
zero mean is represented by G. In a practical framework,
channel information is unknown. However, channel
information is required to receive a data signal. Therefore,
the first task is to obtain CSI using known pilot symbol
vectors at the transmitting and receiving ends. According
to (1) and (2), a received signal can be expressed as

The generalized equation under the scheme is as
follows:

Z1 Z2 ::: Zθ½ � ¼ h1 h2 ::: hθ½ �

�

ρ11 d12 ρ13 d14 ::: d1j

ρ21 �d22 ρ23 �d24 ::: d2j

d31 ρ32 d33 ρ34 ::: d3j

�d41 ρ42 �d43 ρ44 ::: d4j

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

… ..
.

�di1 ρi2 �di3 ρi4 ::: dij

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

þ G1 G2 ::: Gθ½ �,

ð3Þ

where, in (3), Zθ �CL�j, hθ ¼ ½h1th2th3t� � �hrt�T �CNr�1 in
which hθ represents the column vector in the channel
matrix, t represents the number of transmitting antennas,
r¼f1,2,3,…,Nrg, j represents the number of time slots,
ð:ÞT represents the matrix transpose, and L represents the
length of the pilot sequence. The complete received sig-
nal matrix, channel matrix, and noise matrix for variables
Nt and Nr are

Z¼ Z1 Z2 Z3::: Zθ½ ��CNr�ðNr�NrÞ, ð4Þ

H¼ h1 h2 h3::: hθ½ ��CNr�Nt , ð5Þ

and

G¼ G1 G2 G3 ::: Gθ½ ��CNr�ðNr�Nr Þ, ð6Þ

where Zk �C4�4,k� f1, :::,4g and hi ¼ hi1 hi2 hi3 hi4½ �T
C4�1. Gk �C4�4 are complex valued Gaussian noise

matrixes.
From (3), the elaborate representation for ð4�4Þ sys-

tem leads to

Z1 ¼h1ρ1þh2d1þh3ρ2þh4d2þG1, ð7Þ

Z2 ¼h1ρ1�h2d1þh3ρ2�h4d2þG2, ð8Þ

Z3 ¼h1d3þh2ρ3þh3d4þh4ρ4þG3, ð9Þ

Z4 ¼�h1d3þh2ρ3�h3d4þh4ρ4þG4: ð10Þ

Because channel entries are not available at the
receiving end which in turn will not allow the recovery
of the transmitted data symbols. Adding (7) and (8) pro-
duces entries of the channel h1 and h3, resulting in

Z1þZ2

2
¼h1ρ1þh3ρ2þ

G1þG2

2
: ð11Þ

Pilot symbol vectors are known at both the transmit-
ting and receiving ends. All pilot vectors are orthogonal
to each other [9]. Utilizing this property of the pilots, we
obtain the entries of h1. Equation (11) is multiplied with
the hermitian of ρ1, which yields

Z1þZ2

2

� �
ρH1 ¼h1þ G1þG2

2

� �
ρH1 ¼ ĥ1: ð12Þ

In (8), ρ1ρ1
H=1, where ð:ÞH is the conjugate trans-

pose, and ρ2ρ1
H = 0 from the property of orthogonality.
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The estimated channel vector of the first transmitting
antenna to all receiving antennas is given by ĥ1. Like-
wise, we can obtain h3 from (11), h2, and h4 after apply-
ing the same procedure as (9) and (10). The estimated
channel matrix is

H¼ ĥ1 ĥ2 ĥ3 ĥ4

� �
, ð13Þ

where ĥ2, ĥ3, and ĥ4 represent the estimated channel
vectors of N2,N3, and N4 transmitting antennas,
respectively.

2.2 | Signal recognition

Signal detection or recognition is the ability of a system to
differentiate between transmitted information patterns
and random patterns. Signal detection under the proposed
scheme is performed using estimated channel gains at the
receiver. The difference between (7) and (8) produces

Z1�Z2

2
¼h2d1þh4d2þG1�G2

2
: ð14Þ

In (14), d1 and d2 represent the transmitted symbol
vector from N1 in different time slots. Therefore, to detect
d1, the effect of d2 is to be neutralized.

To achieve the same result, the entire term is multi-
plied by the left null of h4. After nulling, it is observed
through simulation that the left null of a column vector
with more than two elements is a matrix [12, 40]. The

nulling matrix is F4 ¼ðnullðĥH
4 ÞÞ

H
. Then, the equation

becomes

F4
Z1�Z2

2

� �
¼F4h2d1þF4h4d2|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

0

þF4
G1�G2

2

� �
: ð15Þ

Because F4h4 ’ 0 from property of space null, (15)
transforms into

F4
Z1�Z2

2

� �
¼F4h2d1þF4

G1�G2

2

� �
: ð16Þ

In (16), noise needs to be eliminated for perfect signal
detection. Therefore, whitening of noise is performed,
resulting in

δ1 ¼E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4

Z1�Z2

2

� �

¼E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4h2d1þE

�1
2ð Þ

1 t1,

ð17Þ

where t1 ¼F4 ðG1�G2Þ=ð ð2ÞÞ. In (17), t1 is the AWGN
matrix that has unit variance and zero mean; that is, it
has a normal distribution in the time domain with an
average time domain value of zero and has a uniform
distribution of power across the frequency band of
the information system. Consider ω1 ¼E �1=2ð Þ

1 t1. The
whitening of the noiseterm gives, E1 ¼
E F4 ðG1�G2Þ=ð2Þð ÞF4 ðG1�G2Þ=ð2Þð ÞH
� �

. E(.) denotes
the expectation operator. E1 ¼ σ2

2 I because through simu-
lation, it is obtained that F4FH

4 ¼ I, where I denotes the
identity matrix. For Nt ¼ 4 and Nr ¼ 4, the size of the null
matrix is 3 � 4 as nulling decreases the size of the matrix
by one [12, 40]. The maximum likelihood detection of d1

is obtained by maximizing the conditional probability
density function (PDF) of the δ1 condition on F4 and
h2. Thus,

d̂1 ¼ arg min
~d1

kδ1�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4h2

~d1k2: ð18Þ

Similarly, the other data values can be obtained from

d̂2 ¼ arg min
~d2

kδ2�E
�1

2ð Þ
2 F2h4

~d2k2, ð19Þ

d̂3 ¼ arg min
~d3

kδ3�E
�1

2ð Þ
3 F3h1

~d3k2, ð20Þ

d̂4 ¼ arg min
~d4

kδ4�E
�1

2ð Þ
4 F1h3

~d4k2, ð21Þ

where δ1 ¼ δ2 ¼ ðZ1�Z2Þ=2ð Þ, δ3 ¼ δ4 ¼ ðZ3�Z4Þ=2ð Þ,
E1 ¼E2 ¼E3 ¼E4 ¼ σ2

2 I,Fi ¼ðnullðbhi
HÞÞ

H
, and i¼ 1, 2, 3,

and 4 for Nr ¼ 4 and Nt ¼ 4.

3 | PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The performance analysis of the proposed STTS-based
system is performed in terms of the error probability and
diversity gain [41].

3.1 | Expression of instantaneous signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR)

The SNR is the measure of signal quality and is given as

Sn ¼ Sp
Np

, ð22Þ
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where Sn, Sp, and Np represent the SNR, signal
power, and noise power, respectively. The SNR in dB is
given as

½Sn�dB ¼ 10log10
Sp
Np

� �
: ð23Þ

The instantaneous value of the received SNR for the
first transmitted symbol vector is calculated. As the chan-
nel is not known at the receiver, the estimated channel is
considered, and (18) becomes

d̂1 ¼ arg min
~d1

kδ1�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F̂4ĥ2

~d1k2: ð24Þ

After putting the value of δ1, we obtain

d̂1 ¼ arg min
~d1

kE �1
2ð Þ

1 F4h2d1þω1�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F̂4ĥ2

~d1k2:

ð25Þ

The value of F4 is

F̂4 ¼null ĥ
H
4

� �
¼null h4þ G3þG4

2

� �
ρH4

� �H

¼null hH
4 þρ4

G3þG4

2

� �H
!

¼null hH
4

	 
þnull ρ4
G3þG4

2

� �H
 !

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
η4

:

ð26Þ

Then, the equation becomes

F̂4 ¼F4þη4: ð27Þ

In (27), η4 represent noise. Using (9) and (10), we
obtain ĥ2 as

ĥ2 ¼h2þ G3þG4

2

� �
ρH3 ¼h2þneρ

H
3 , ð28Þ

where ne ¼ ðG3þG4Þ=2ð Þ. Then, after inputting the value

of ĥ
H
2 and F̂

H
4 in (25), we obtain

d̂1 ¼ argmin
~d1

kE �1
2ð Þ

1 F4h2d1þω1

�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4þη4ð Þ h2þneρ

H
3

	 

~d1k2,

d̂1 ¼ argmin
~d1

kE �1
2ð Þ

1 F4h2d1þω1

�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4h2þF4neρ

H
3 þη4h2þη4neρ

H
3

	 

~d1k2,

d̂1 ¼ argmin
~d1

kE �1
2ð Þ

1 F4h2d1þω1�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4h2

~d1

�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4neρ

H
3
~d1�E

�1
2ð Þ

1 η4h2
~d1�E

�1
2ð Þ

1 η4neρ
H
3
~d1k2,

ð29Þ

In (29), the term E �1=2ð Þ
1 η4neρH3

~d1 ¼ 0 as the term con-
tain higher order noise. Then, (29) becomes

d̂1 ¼ argmin
~d1

kE �1
2ð Þ

1 F4h2d1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
first term

þ ω1|{z}
second term

�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4h2

~d1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
third term

�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4neρ

H
3
~d1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

fourth term

�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 η4h2

~d1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
fifth term

k2:
ð30Þ

Noise and channel coefficients are assumed to be
independent. Thus, the fifth term is neglected. Hence, for
simplicity, (30) becomes

d̂1 ¼ argmin
~d1

kE �1
2ð Þ

1 F4h2 d1� ~d1
	 
þω1

�E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4neρ

H
3
~d1k2:

d̂1 ¼kE �1
2ð Þ

1 F4h2 d1� ~d1
	 
k2|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Signal power

þkω1k2�kE �1
2ð Þ

1 F4neρ
H
3
~d1k2:

ð31Þ

The first term in (31) represents the signal power, and
the remaining terms collectively represent noise power.
Hence, the signal power and noise power are mentioned
below as,

Sp ¼ 2
σ2

kF4h2 d1� ~d1
	 
k2, ð32aÞ

Np ¼kω1k2�kE �1
2ð Þ

1 F4neρ
H
3
~d1k2: ð32bÞ

Here, ω1 ¼E �1=2ð Þ
1 F4 ðG1�G2Þ=2ð Þ. After solving the

term, we obtain kω1k2 as constant. For simplicity, we
consider kω1k2 as 2, and the noise power becomes

Np ¼ 2� E
�1

2ð Þ
1 F4neρ

H
3
~d1

� �
E

�1
2ð Þ

1 F4neρ
H
3
~d1

� �H

: ð33Þ
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Because E
�1

2ð Þ
1 ∗E

�1
2ð ÞH

1 ¼ 2
σ2 ,F4 ∗FH

4 ¼ I,ne ∗nH
e ¼ σ2,

η4 ∗ηH4 ¼ σ2, and d1 ∗ ~d
H
1 ¼ 1, the noise power becomes

Np ¼ 2�2kρ3k2: ð34Þ

Using (32a) and (34), we obtain the instantaneous
SNR μ1 corresponding to data symbol as

μ1 ¼
2
σ2 kF4h2 d1� ~d1

	 
k2
2�2kρ3k2

,

μ1 ¼
Ejd1� ~d1j2kF4h2k2

σ2 1�kρ3k2
	 
 , ð35Þ

μ1 ¼ μ1 ∗α

where

μ1 ¼ Average SNR¼Ejd1� ~d1j2
σ2

and

α¼ kF4h2k2
1�kρ3k2

:

Now, the generalized average SNR becomes

μi ¼
Ejdi� ~dij2

σ2
: ð36Þ

Note that i¼ 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the considered case. μ1
denotes the SNR of the first transmitted symbol vector.
Now, α is

α¼ υ∗ τ,

where

υ¼ 1

1�kρ3k2

and

τ¼kF4h2k2:

The term kρ3k2 is considered an average, that is,
ðPL

j¼1jρ3jj2Þ=L, where j¼ 1, 2, 3, …, L, and L represents
the length of the pilot. Now, υ becomes

υ¼ 1

1�
PL

j¼1
jρ3jj2

L

υ¼
X∞
m¼0

PL
j¼1jρ3jj2
L

 !m

, ð37Þ

where (37) is the maclaurin expansion [42] of the term υ
in which ðPL

j¼1jρ3jj2Þ=L<1.

3.2 | Moment-generating function

The expression of the MGF is obtained using the singular
value decomposition [12, 40] of the obtained matrix F.
The decomposition of F is as follows:

kF4h2k2 ¼kVQRHh2k2 ¼kVQ~h2k2, ð38Þ

where Q represents a diagonal matrix, and V and R rep-
resent unitary matrices. The value of ~h2 ¼RHh2. Here,
~h2 has the same distribution as h2, which is circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian, and R represents a unitary
matrix. VHV¼ I.

Now,

kVQ~h2k2 ¼kQ~hk2 ¼
XNr�1

i¼1

Λ2
i k~h2ik2, ð39Þ

where Λi are the eigenvalues, i¼ 1,2,3 …, Nr , and ~h2i are
the complex values of the channel from transmitter 2 to
Nr .

From (39) and (35), we obtain

μi ¼
XNr�1

i¼1

j~h2ij2
X∞
m¼0

PL
j¼1jρ3jj2
L

 !m

μi, ð40Þ

μi ¼
XNr�1

i¼1

j~h2ij2 ∗υ∗μi:

All channel coefficients are Gaussian distributed with
unit variance and zero mean. Therefore, the distribution
of
PNr�1

i¼1 j~h2ij2 is a central chi-square with 2ðNr �1Þ
degree of freedom. The probability distribution of the
random variable x is given by [35]

PxðxÞ¼ 1

2
m
2Γðm2 Þσm

xð
m
2�1Þ expð x

2σ2
Þ for x>0, ð41Þ
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where Γðm=2Þ represents a gamma function, which has
close form values for the integer m. Similarly, the PDF ofPNr�1

i¼1 j~h2ij2 can be written as

PbðbÞ¼
bNr�2 expð� b

2σ2Þ
2Nr�1ðΓðNr �1Þσ2ðNr�1Þ : ð42Þ

In (41), σ is neglected as it is minute. Thus, the
equation becomes

PbðbÞ¼
bNr�2 expð� b

2σ2Þ
2Nr�1ΓðNr�1Þ : ð43Þ

Furthermore, the MGF is obtained as

MμiðsÞ≜
ð∞
0
expð�sbμiÞPbðbÞdb, ð44Þ

from (40) and (41)

MμiðsÞ≜
ð∞
0
expð�sbυμiÞ

bNr�2 expð� b
2σ2Þ

2Nr�1ΓðNr �1Þ da: ð45Þ

After comparing the integral with the equation in
Gradshteyn [42], that is, 3.381.7, we obtain

MμiðsÞ≜
1

ð1þ2sbυμiÞNr�1 : ð46Þ

3.3 | Expression of symbol error rate
(SER)

The MGF aids in obtaining the expression of the SER,
which can be calculated using the relation:

QK ¼ 1
π

ð
M

0
Mμi

K

sin2θ

� �
dθ, ð47Þ

where M ¼ πðM�1Þ=M and K ¼ sin2ðπ=MÞ, and the
approximated value of (44) can be written, as in Simon
and Alouini [43],

QK ≈
X3
s¼1

ψ sMμiðξsÞ, ð48Þ

where ψ1 ¼ðθM=2πÞ�ð1=6Þ,ψ2 ¼ 1=4,ψ3 ¼ðθM=2πÞ�
ð1=4Þ, ξ1 ¼K, ξ2 ¼ð4K=3Þ, and ξ3 ¼K=sin2ðθMÞ

An approximate value of SER can be obtained
using (46) and (48),

QK ≈
X3

s¼1

ψ s

ð1þψ sυμiÞðNr�1Þ : ð49Þ

Equation (49) shows that the SER is inversely propor-
tional to the length of the pilot sequences.

3.4 | Expression of diversity order

When a signal is transmitted through independent chan-
nels, fading occurs, making perfect signal recovery

F I GURE 3 Performance of proposed scheme in terms of BER

for Nt ¼ 4 and Nr ¼ 4, 16, and 32 with BPSK Constellation.

F I GURE 4 Performance of proposed scheme with variable

pilot sequence length for fixed Nt ¼ 4 and Nr ¼ 4

F I GURE 5 Performance of proposed scheme with diversity

order, Nt ¼ 4 and Nr ¼ 4, 8, 16, and 40 with BPSK Constellation.
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impossible. Multiple copies of the same signal are sent
through different independent channels, and the fading
experienced by each copy of the signal varies. This
ensures that at least one copy of the data signal experi-
ences less fading. Thus, the possibility of receiving the
transmitted data increases. As a result, this increases the
reliability of the system. This process of transmitting mul-
tiple copies of a signal is defined as diversity [28, 29]. A
signal can be transmitted by antenna diversity using mul-
tiple transmitting antennas (transmit diversity) and/or
multiple receiving antennas (reception diversity) in wire-
less transmission. To analyze the behavior of a communi-
cation system at a very high SNR, the diversity order
becomes an important parameter. By substituting very
high values of SNR in (49), we obtain

QK ≈
X3
s¼1

ψ s

ðψ sυμiÞðNr�1Þ ¼
ζ

ðμiÞðdoÞ
, ð50Þ

where ζ is a constant and do is the diversity order of the
proposed scheme. The diversity order of the proposed sys-
tem is Nr �1.

4 | RESULTS

Figure 3 depicts a simulated and analytical plot of BER
versus SNR with Nt ¼ 4 and Nr ¼ 4,16, and 32 with
binary phase shift key (BPSK) constellation in MATLAB.
Because the length of pilot sequences and data
symbol vectors are directly proportional to each other
and the minimum length of the pilot sequence is the
number of receiving antennas, for simplicity, the pilot
sequences are considered ρ1 ¼ 1000½ �, ρ2 ¼ 0100½ �, ρ3 ¼
0010½ � and ρ4 ¼ 0001½ � for Nt ¼ 4 and Nr ¼ 4 case. For
Nt ¼ 4 and Nr ¼ 16, the pilot sequences are
ρ1 ¼ 1000100010001000½ �, ρ2 ¼ 0100010001000100½ �, ρ3 ¼
0010001000100010½ � and ρ4 ¼ 0001000100010001½ �.

The data symbol vectors are obtained from the BPSK
constellation. Figure 3 shows that the performance of the
system is improved as the number of receiving antennas
(Nr) increases. The plot of BPSK with Nt ¼ 4,Nr ¼ 16
shows that gain is approximately 19.5 dB better than
Nt ¼ 4,Nr ¼ 4 at BER = 10�2. In a study [12], data sym-
bols are detected with known channels under STTS. The
difference between the analytic and simulated results is
2 dB [12]. Figure 4 shows the effect of the length of a
pilot sequence on the performance of the proposed
scheme when the numbers of transmitting and receiving
antennas are constant. For simplicity, Nt ¼ 4,Nr ¼ 4, and
pilot sequence lengths are 4, 20, 30, and 40. From
Figure 4, for pilot sequence lengths 4 and 16, the SNR is
8 and 16 dB at BER ¼ 10�10, respectively. This means that
for BER ¼ 10�10, the plot is 8 dB better. Figure 4 shows
that the BER decreases as the pilot sequence length
increases. Figure 5 shows the plot of diversity order with
analytical 4�4, 4�8, 4�16, and 4�40 systems. This
scheme leads to the diversity order of ðNr �1Þ, that is,
three for four receiving antennas. The values of analytical
and simulated BERs and estimation error (%) of Figure 3
have been provided in Table 1.

5 | CONCLUSION

Channel coefficients were estimated using orthogonal
pilot sequences under the proposed STTS. Data symbol
vectors were detected using the estimated channel gain.
Figure 3 shows that performance improves as the number
of receiving antennas increases. The BER decreased with
an increase in the length of a pilot sequence (Figure 4).
The obtained diversity order of the proposed scheme was
less by one than the number of receiving antennas.
According to the analysis results, the minimum length of
a pilot sequence was the number of receiving antennas.
The proposed scheme is specifically useful for base
station-base station communication in colocated MIMO

TAB L E 1 Insight of Figure 3.

Type No. of antennas (Nt �Nr) BER Estimation error (%)

Analytical 4�4 0.1466 0.27

Simulated 4�4 0.147

Analytical 4�8 0.005181 0.038

Simulated 4�8 0.005183

Analytical 4�16 1.525 �10ð�5Þ 0.0196

Simulated 4�16 1.5254 �10ð�5Þ

Analytical 4�32 1.9 �10ð�12Þ 0.00275

Simulated 4�32 1.999945 �10ð�12Þ
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systems with an even number of transmitting antennas.
The expression of the SER was developed using the MGF.
OSTBCs work with more than two antennas, whereas the
proposed STTS works with four or more antennas. The
decoding rate with OSTBCs [44] with four transmitting
antennas is 5/8, i.e., 0.625, whereas that with STTS,
under the same condition, is 8/16, that is, 0.5. The decod-
ing complexity increases as the data rate increases in
OSTBCs. However, this is not the case with STTS because
the concept of space null is used.
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